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 Livingston-Wheeler who will one day be placed in the same course as Pasteur, Curie, Salk/Sabin
and their discoveries.This story is currently more relevant than ever because the latest science is
currently validating the protocols of Dr.
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I am a 16 year cancer survivor who has been ... That Cancer is a bacterias. Livingston's protocol
each one of these years. A goodish browse but disappointed..A fantastic book.. What do she
discover?I'm still alive and very healthy!!! Among the best books I've read with the truth in years..
Find if the science makes sense.I had a big tumor with very aggressive cells too.Happy :)
Excellent Overview of True Cause of Cancer I read the original version of the book in 1985, and it
changed my whole thinking about cancer, what it is and how it lives and dies. Livingstons'
analysis much more closely... A must read to save lots of lives, possibly yours..it is truly
compassionate care.. It is a goodish go through but disappointed that its become another
vaccine or medication related option. Millions of people die because the informed consent
regarding treatment options is bound to cut, burn off and poison. Its the largest fraud in human
history.Do yourself a favor. No chemo, no radiation. :) Recommend everyone understand this
book.. Four Stars Good book, exceptional shape.. Well written and excellence in ?esearch.
Everyone must read it fir the sake of a loved o BBC e who may be maltreatment by well meaning
doctors.AM We a foil hated reviewer> Science should be taking a Dr. Dr. She was vilified by the
mainstream tumor establishment.. I am a 16 year cancer survivor who has been using Dr. And
she proved it. What was the effect. Virginia Livingston-Wheeler was a really pioneering spirit and
discoverer who was fearless. No profit treating the actual cause of cancer. Trillions in dealing
with the effects. Happy: ) On time service! No, in fact a tumor survivor, who actually lived
because i relied on her theories for treatment. Five Stars A must go through for anybody with
cancer cells within their body - guess that includes everyone! examine it with an open brain..I
believe you can not bother making a choice - unless you know very well what ALL of the options
are. This is the missing little bit of the puzzle..
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